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Rich Barrett scores his 
1,OOOth career point. 





Within this past 
semester, student-on-student 
crimes involving incidents of 
alleged sexual assaults have been 
occurring on campus. Necessary 
actions have been taken by the 
administration and the Judicial 
Board in reaction to these 
incidents, but these crimes are 
not anything new for the 
university realm. 
An article for MSNBC, 
noted that "80% to 90% of 
campus crime is 'student-on-
student. '" S. Daniel Carter, vice 
president of Security and Inc., 
said in this article that colleges 
have "unique" crime problems 
created by "large numbers of 
Biology Major Woes: Schedule Changes 
Leave Students Frustrated 
Stephanie Restine 
Editor-ill-Chief 
As Biology majors 
were selecting classes for the 
2000 Spring Semester, many 
students were surprised to see 
the omission ofBiology 426W-
Molecular Biology from the 
course curriculum. As 
Molecular is a capstone course 
offered in the department, 
several students were extremely 
frustrated with this deletion and 
are currently working with the 
NEWS 
AIDS Quilt At 
Ursinus 
Page 3 
Biology Department to remedy 
this situation. 
The furor concerning the 
Molecular Biology class has 
several different foundations. 
Because students are required to 
take "at least one writing-
intensive (W) course" (Course 
Catalog 1999-2000), some 
biology majors were dependent 
on enrollment in Molecular in 







courses currently offered to the 
seniors during the 2000 Spring 
Semester include Bio 424W-
Evolution, Bio 436W-Analysis 
of Development, and Bio 442W-
Mammalogy. Unfortunately, due 
to overlaps and scheduling 
conflicts, some students are still 
encountering difficulties finding 
a way to get everything in. 
Another basis for this 
frustration is that many students 
pursuing a careerina field relating 





young people away from home seem to be accurate. In this 
for the first time, who are ill- case, an Ursinus student was 
equipped to deal with the allegedly sexually assaulted by 
challenges of vast quantities of another Ursinus student on the 
alcohol and drugs available to bus ride home from a Pi Omega 
them and to others who may be Delta dated party. 
predators." Deb Nolan, Dean of 
In relatIOn to our own Students, said, the alleged 
campus, Becky Pape, junior, sexual assault occurred on the 
noted, "The intensity of the bus between two intoxicated 
situation in which these crimes people. 
happened tend to be increased. It 
is no longer the Ii ttle thefts, crimes 
have turned to serious issues. 
When looking at the 
incident that occurred during the 
evening of Friday, November 
12th, Carter's statement does 
In this incident, as Dean 
Nolan explained, the 
Montgomery County District 
Attorney is not involved since 
the alleged sexual assault did 
not happen in Collegeville. The 
Continued on page 3 
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All letters and articles submitted to 
The Grizzly must be signed by the 
author. In the interest of content 
integrity, anonymous articles will 
not be published. Opinions that 
appear in articles are those of those 
authors, and not necessarily those of 
the student body or administration. 
The Grizzly reserves the right to edit 
any submission for grammatical, 
legal, and/or spatial purposes. 
Submissions to The Grizzly can be 
dropped off in the submission box on 
the second floor stairwell of 
Bomberger. Deadlines are Thurs-
days at Spm. 




PITTSBURGH-After a break-in to a 
Pittsburgh house in August, the police 
were unable to find any fingerprints 
belonging to the thief, who got away with 
compact discs, a computer and a video 
camera. Of course, that is until police 
checked the foil wrappers of gum placed 
on a counter that the thief stole from the 
residents. One of those wrappers had the 
fingerprints of Christopher John Kelly, 
39. Police matched the fingerprints of 
Kelly's to the August burglary. Kelly, is 
being held for trial in Pittsburgh City 
Court on charges including burglary, 
fleeing police, resisting arrest and receiving 
stolen property for this incident and, also, 
another attempted break-in. 
Local News: 
CHESTNUT HILL-Philadelphia Daily 
News columnist, W. Russell G. Byers, 
was fatally stabbed late Saturday night, 
December 4th, during a robbery attempt 
outside a Chestnut Hill convenience store. 
Byers was returning home from a dinner 
party with his wife, Laurada Beacham 
Byers, when they stopped at a Wawa to 
News Summaries 
buy four pints ofHaagen-Dazs ice cream. 
The couple had just left the store when a 
man emerged. The man ordered Byers to 
"give it up." Byers resisted, forcing the 
man away from the car. Police said the 
man then pulled out a knife and stabbed 
Byers once in the chest, near the heart. A 
suspect was arrested Monday morning, 
December 6th, for the murder. Javier 
Goode, 20, of the 7700 block of Stenton 
Avenue was arrested near his apartment. 
National News: 
FORT GIBSON, Oklahoma-A 7th-
grader at Fort Gibson Middle School has 
been taken into custody after opening fire 
on a group of students Monday morning, 
December 6th. Four students were 
wounded and another has bumps and 
bruises. The injured were taken to 
hospitals in Tulsa and Muskogee, and 
none of the injuries appear to be life 
threatening. A 9mm handgun was 
recovered. Superintendent Steve Wimoth 
said that the incident appears to be a 
random act. 
6th, after the pilot reported engine failure 
shortly after takeoff. Police said the 
aircraft, carrying a pilot and nine 
passengers, was owned by a charter 
company and crashed shortly after taking 
off from the Rand Airport, 12 miles east 
ofJohannesburg. The passengers, three 
men and six women, were en route to 
neighboring Namibia. 
College News: 
EVANSTON, llIinois (Northwestern 
University)-A Northwestern student 
who was attacked early Saturday 
morning, December 4th, while walking 
said he tried to call the Student Escort 
Service several times but could not reach 
a dispatcher. The student said that he 
tried to reach the escort service five 
times between 2: 10 a.m. and 2:20 a.m., 
but received an electronic recording from 
the escort service each time, so he decided 
to walk home. The student said, "If I 
had (reached) the escort service, it 
wouldn't have happened. Jonathan 
Dudlak, the escort service's student 
coordinator, said the escort service only 
World News: had one team, instead of the usually 
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa-A three teams, working Saturday morning. 
smallaircraftcrashed,killingalllOpeople He said the service was understaffed 
on board, into a hill Monday, December and declined to comment any further. 




If you are considering becoming 
a politician after graduation or if you 
would just like to meet a candidate for the 
United States Senate from Pennsylvania, 
then here's your opportunity. Democratic 
candidate Bob Rovner will speak on 
December 8th at 7 :30 p.m. in Bomberger 
Auditorium. 
Rovner will be speaking about 
the aspects and dynamics of campaigning 
and strategies for successful public 
leadership. His own campaign for U.S. 
Senate emphasizes themes of education, 
charitable works, and social activism. 
With nearly 30 years of legislative and 
civic experience, these campaigning and 
public leadership skills have proven 
beneficial to Rovner. His election to the 
State Senate in 1970 captured, for him, 
the title of Senator along with the 
recognition ofbeing the youngest senator 
in Pennsylvania history. Rovner also held 
the position of delegate to the Democratic 
National conventions of 1972, 1976, and to be an educational forum for both the 
1988. campus and the community. Bob 
Currently, Rovner serves on the Rovner'sarrivaloncampuswillsolidify 
Board of Trustees of Temple University our position as active leaders in the 
but he has also served on the Board of community, and bring outside political 
Trustees at the Pennsylvania College of and social resources into our campus." 
Podiatric Medicine for over 25 years. Politics professor, Dr. Steven 
Along with being a Board member Hood added: "I think Ursinus is the 
for Temple University, Rovner works at perfect place for a political candidate to 
the law firm of Rovner , Allen, Rovner & speak because the level of political 
Zimmerman, in Philadelphia and Bucks discussion on a college campus should 
County, as a senior partner. His general be on a higher plane than any other 
practice specializes in civil litigation, place. At a college campus, students of 
criminal defense, domestic relations, politics should be able to ask questions 
Social Security disability and worker's in an atmoshphere that is relatively 
compensation. uncluttered by partisan loyalties and 
Ursinus' Chapter of the College popular slogans that can otherwise block 
Democrats of America will be hosting the serious discussion and debate." 
event. Established in October 1999, the President of Ursinus' 
Ursinus College Democrats of America Democrats of America, Jessica Steiner, 
are one chapter out of over 800 chapters stated, "I am hopeful that this will be a 
at other colleges nationwide. successful event that will encourage 
Founder and vice president Carlos more students to become involved in the 
Ciruelos,said: "This event is the first major politics and the campus community as a 
application of our organization's mission whole. 
December 7. 1999 NEWS 
AIDS Quilt Displayed in Helfferich Gym 
~eJlyTessena 
;j'Wriler 
Four sections of the Names 
>roject's AIDS quilt were displayed in 
Mfferich Gym on Thursday, December 
!nd. Each section contains eight panels, 
:achofwhich was made by friends and 
:amiIy members to commemorate the 
ifeofa person who died from AIDS. 
Each panel measures three feet 
lY six feet, the size of a grave. The 
panels displayed the name, and often a 
photograph, of the deceased. The AIDS 
victims' dates of birth and death were 
alsogiven. Many panels were decorated 
with pictures or items that represented 
something important to that victim, like 
teddy bears, ticket stubs from plays, 
and items of clothing or jewelry. The 
panels included short notes from family 
members and friends, telling the deceased 
person how much he or she is loved and 
missed. 
For the people who created a 
panel for a friend or family member who 
died of AIDS, it is a very emotional 
experience. According to Jay Bonner, the 
Names Project's National Display 
Coordinator, most people have a hard 
time giving their panel up once it is 
complete. Often, they keep the panel for 
a few months after finishing it, because it 
reminds them of the friend or loved one 
they have lost. 
Cleve Jones started the Names 
Project in 1986. The first display, in 
Washington, D.C. in 1987, contained 
1,920 panels. The quilt has been growing 
steadily since then. The whole quilt now 
contains more than 40,000 panels, and 
has become too large to be displayed in its 
entirety. Currently, the AIDS quilt is 
housed in San Franci$co, with some 
sections kept in different parts of the 
country. The Philadelphia chapter ofthe 
Names Project has sixteen sections that 
are displayed in various locations. 
Biology Major Woes ... 
Continued from Front Page 
to molecular biology are presently unable 
to complete this phase oftheir education. 
Although some do not necessari ly need 
this particular class to graduate, the 
interested students would value the 
knowledge that this course provides. 
Taking a stand for the students 
was senior biology major Greg Weber. 
Already disconcerted by the abrupt, mid-
summer cancellation of Bi0449W-
Immunology in the current semester, 
Weber emailed Dr. Peter Small, the 
Biology Department Chairperson, in 
attempts to allow the Molecular course 
to be held. 
Commenting on his efforts, 
Weber stated, "Molecular is a course 
that is advertised in the course catalog, 
and we expect the class to be offered 
during the spring. The department is 
denying the students the education that 
isadvertised in the catalog. That's false 
aclvertising. In the mean time, the biology 
staffis shorthanded, and the ones who 
really pay for it are the students." 
The omission of Molecular 
from the Spring course schedule 
brought about as instructor Dr. 
Lobo is going on sabbatical in 
upcoming semester. Dr. Lobo 
.lUnent.ed, "The situation this year, as 
with many courses from time 
to time, is that the usual instructor of the 
course is going on leave to do some serious 
science at the bench and some serious 
writing." 
Due to Weber's active approach 
to the situation, Dr. Small has contacted 
all Biology majors and asked that those 
interested in enrolling in the Molecular 
Biology course express this interest in 
return. The Biology Department is also 
currently taking applications for professors 
willing to instruct the Molecular course. 
"There is no move to eliminate 
the Molecularcourse from the curriculum 
or anything like that," remarked Professor 
Lobo, "That means that Molecular will be 
taught by someone else in the Spring 2000 
semester, filling in untill get back. We are 
currently in the process ofhiring someone 
to teach it, so it will be offered. The 
regrettable inconvenience at this point is 
that we don 'tknowwho that person is yet, 
and exactly what time of day the course 
will take place." 
The outcome of the attempts to 
reestablish Molecular Biology as an option 
for this semester has not been remedied at 
this time. Weber prompts those interested 
Biology majors to get involved, asserting, 
"The students are the ones that run the 
school. It's time that everyone takes a 
stand." 
One major purpose of the Names 
Project is to heighten awareness of AIDS, 
which they did by showing a video 
chronicling the history ofthe AIDS quilt. 
According to the video, the recent advances 
in the treatment ofthe disease have caused 
some people to believe that the disease is 
no longer a serious problem. However, 
many people are still being infected, and 
there still no cure exists. The majority of 
the people who are being infected with 
AIDS now are between the ages of fourteen 
and twenty-four. Those who are involved 
with the Names Project believe that 
awareness is vital to stopping, or at least 
slowing, the spread of the disease. This 
idea was expressed on one of the quilt's 
panels, with the words "Silence = Death." 
Student volunteers guarded this 
panel and the other panels of the AIDS 
qui lt displayed in Helfferich Gym. These 
students were given the responsibility of 
making sure that those who came to view 
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Continued from Front Page 
assault occurred "around Pennsburgh" 
and the Upper Perkiomen Police 
Department, who have their own 
investigators for this type of case, are 
currently investigating. Dean Nolan 
added, "If problems arise or they find 
out that the incident did occur in another 
district then the case will be passed on 
to that district." 
According to Dean Nolan, the 
alleged offender in the November 12th 
incident did withdraw from Ursinus on 
Friday, November 18th. 
More information on this case 
will be reported in future issues of The 
Grizzly. 
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Page 4 The Grizzly 
Dan Reimold 
Features Editor 
The routine began on Mon-
day. 
Awake and dreaming of 
sleep before the alarm went 
off, I dressed in the dark, 
stormed out the door, hurried 
through breakfast and sat 
transfixed and silent through 
four straight hours oflecture-
style classes until freedom rang 
at the noontime hour. 
Lunch at Zack' s, an after-
noon nap and a fruitless hour 
of channel surfmg preceded 
the most dreaded, tortuous 
affair of the evening: study-
ing. 
Burdened by back -breaking 
textbook readings, mired knee-
deep in mind-numbing ana-
lytical essays and up to my 
ears in the Spanish language, 
I was barely able to find a few 
free moments to scarf down 
dinner and kill time on the 
computer before I had to once 
again interrupt my fun, rattle 
my nerves and stir my pa-
tience with ever increasing 
amounts of home work. 
Tuesday was more of the 
FEATURES 
A Week in the Life ... 
Lessons About College Life and the Real World 
same. 
Up and at ' em before eight am, 
I threw on whatever wasn ' t long 
overdue to be washed, patted 
down what little hair I had with 
my hands and ran by the full-
length hallway mirror on my way 
out for a quick run-down. My 
bloodshot eyes told the story of 
yet another sleepless night and 
my wrinkled clothes were just 
screaming to be ironed. 
Spanish in Olin, breakfast in 
Wismer and a mid-morning nap 
in my bed comprised the early 
part of my day and the latter took 
the form of phone calls home, 
essays started, television shows 
watched, laughed at and soon 
forgotten and a 2 am bedtime. 
Wednesday was worse. 
The alarmjolted me from peace-
ful slumber just before nine and 
for but a moment I had no idea 
where I was. I dressed in silence, 
incapable of speech, with my head 
hung low, my eyes wide shut and 
my brain shut down. I could 
scarcely convince myself to face 
the day and actually contribute in 
class. 
My three morning courses were lone language class and snuck 
alike in style and length but com- back into bed mere seconds after 
pletely dissimilar in content. One it was dismissed. Many a sleep-
interpreted the history of our less night had taken its toll and 
world. Another offered a com- left me beyond tired, making it 
prehensive look at the workings tough to compose and edit the 
of the political world. And the body of yet another CIE paper. I 
last attempted to answer that most also wrote a letter, went for a run 
fundamental question all fresh- round town, watched Must-See 
man have at some point been TV and worked well past the 
asked to discern: What does it witchinghour,completingcount-
mean to be human? less scores of daily class assign-
I could truly care less and after ments. 
an afternoon shower, shave and Friday came and went with little 
snack decided that the true mean- fanfare. 
ing of my existence lay beneath 
the covers of my dorm room bed. 
After a short-lived nap, mara-
thon video-game playing session 
and an hour of soulless web surf-
ing, it was time to hit the books 
once again, reading, writing, 
memorizing, theorizing and phi-
10sophizing well into the night 
until a particularly difficult as-
signment delivered a knockout 
punch and rendered me uncon-
scious until morning. 
Thursday was too little, too 
late. 
I barely awoke in time for my 
I awoke early with a headache, 
failed to find a remedy in four 
hours of classes and skipped 
lunch. I met a study-group in 
Myrin in mid-afternoon, satis-
fied a snack-attack at Zack' s dur-
ing the evening and later chilled 
with my crew until lights-out at 3 
am. 
The weekend was a blur. 
On Saturday alone, I partied, 
ate, studied, slept, shot the breeze 
to death and shopped till I dropped 
into bed until noon the next day. 
I woke up Sunday morning and 
began to study, typing, summa-
ODlwake: The House of III Repute ... 
At Least According to One Disgruntled Resident 
Alyson Rider 
Special to The Grizzly 
Sometimes I wonder why it 
. costs over $26,000 to attend 
Ursinus College. 
It seems that for every little 
mark or dent made by imma-
ture individuals in residence 
halls, the entire student body 
gets charged for the repair 
work. There is just one re-
quest I have with this: If I'm 
going to pay for something to 
be fixed, it better get fixed. 
This year my roommate and 
I moved into one of the Main 
Street houses named 
Omwake. We were expecting 
nice living conditions but soon 
found out our expectations 
were entirely too high. 
The first thing we noticed on 
move-in day was an army of ants 
scurrying across the floor. How 
could a person want to live in 
such conditions? Are parents 
were completely and utterly 
unenthused about the situation. 
The next thing we noticed was 
that we were given broken desks. 
They have cracks and scratches 
everywhere and require me to 
open one drawer first if! desire to 
open the other. 
We then all noticed the many 
marks on the walls, indicating 
that they hadn ' t been painted all 
summer. This is the kind of stuff 
they say isn't there when you 
move in and charge you for at the 
end of the year. We noticed the 
same thing throughout the rest of 
the house. It seemed as if they 
didn ' t even bother to come into 
the house during the summer 
months. 
Finally, we decided to check 
out the bathroom. This is the one 
thing that really ticked me off. 
When we went to put on the 
shower, a loud noise sounded but 
no water came out. The next 
thing we knew, a large amount of 
water had formed on the floor 
and was seeping into the ceiling 
of the kitchen downstairs. 
The Om wake bathroom is also 
the type someone has at home. 
There are no corridors to provide 
privacy on the toilet. That is no 
big deal , but then how can you 
justifiably not have a lock? This 
could create an extremely sticky 
situation and make some people 
really uncomfortable. 
My major problem about 
Omwake is that I have told my 
R.A. about all the problems, who 
has done everything he can to tell 
the Physical Plant. Still not a 
soul has been sent over to eradi-
cate any of our current gripes . 
Doesn't anyone check out the 
rooms before the students move 
in? We pay $26,000 a year to 
attend this school, with a large 
chunk of that going into housing 
expenses. They have a whole 
three months to check and fix the 
campus. Ursinus isn ' t a big cam-
pus at all by most standards, so 
the work shouldn't be that hard to 
do. 
Students at Ursinus work very 
hard and through our efforts have 
given UC the reputation of the 
one of the finest liberal arts 
schools in the nation. The least 
Ursinus can offer back to us is a 
decent place to live. 
December 7. 1991 ~ -ri zing and highlighting ~ 
than I thought humanly ~ 
sible. Then I sat back. sa~1 
movie, listened to CDs III! 
spent three hours was~ 
laundry. I phoned a fri~ 
went for a walk, chattedonlit 
and stayed up late into tit 
night finishing my fourto fut 
page CIE paper. 
And the routine con_ 
once and again on Moada, 
moming ... 
"I can't believe how ... 
time flies up here." I sub 
my roommate the other day 
"I remember sitting herejua 
last Monday and now a ~ 
week's gone by." 
"Yeah, I know." He replicd 
slowly. "We're always t1 
sleep-deprived and swlUllpfll 
with work that time somdllt 
slips by without us evenDOlr· 
ing." 
"I wonder if this is what. 
real world is like. I hope. 
cause if it is then that would 
mean our whole life would 
pass us by. That would stink. 
wouldn't it? I waited for an 
answer from my roommate 
but it never came. 
He was too busy concen-
trating on his work to listeD. 
Congrats 
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FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE The Grizzly Page 5 
-- l1nt:hr:'1:::p:)logy/S:::x::iology --
Hist & 'Ih:ories GAI..I..l{}-!ER, Fri.d:Iy, D::caTter 17 9 : 0Ocm-12 : OOpn B:nLe:rger Hall 108 
-- Ant:hrq:x:>l ogy --
BfIH 100 Sccioa.Il.t Anth CB::XER, R. Fri<hy, D::caTter 17 1: 00pn-4: OOpn 
16lH 242 f\:q>les Africa CB:X..ER, R. W3:h?s:Hy, ~ 15 9: 00cm-12 : OOpn 
--Art --
100 Intro to Art XPFJlS, T. W3:h?s:Hy, ~ 15 9: 0Ocm-12 : OOpn F. \'11. Olin Hall 009 
201 Sb.rli.o Art I XPFJlS, T. 'Ihmd:iy, Cec:aTb:!r 16 9 : 0Ocm-12 : 0Ot:m Fetterolf li:J.Jse Stulio 
204 IbJt:cg:raply ~, 'I\Jes:3ay, Cec:aTb:!r 14 1: 00pn-4 : OOpn Fetterolf li:J.Jse Od® 
204 B :Eh:>~ ~, Fri<hy, Daceni::Er 17 9: 0Ocm-12 : OOpn Fetterolf li:J.Jse Il<Rn 
213 Hist of Art III RJI'IER-HEN Fri<hy, ~17 9: 0Ocm-12 : 0Ot:m F. W. Olin Hall 108 
301 DI:awi.r¥J XPFJlS, T. Sat:u.rd:iy, r:a:::arb=r 1 9: 00cltr 12 : OOpn Fetterolf li:J.Jse Stulio 
330 M.lse..m stulies FOITER-HEN Saturd:ty, r:a:::arb=r 18 9: 00cltr 12 : OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 108 
-- Biology --
BIO 10~ Intro Bio FIEJ:I:S, M. M::rrl:iy, D:o:rrter ,13 1: 00pn-4: OOpn F . W. Olin Hall 107 
BlO 111Q Prin of Bio MAHAFFY, L tbrlay, ~ 13 9: 00cltr 12 : OOpn F. W. Olin Hall P1rl 
B10 225 Cell Biolo;y KCHN, R. 'I\Jes:3ay, recarter 14 9 : 00cm-12 : OOpn 'nnras Hall 324 
BID 226 <?a:eti.cs ~,K ,~,~15 9 : 00cm-12 : OOpn 'nnras Hall 324 
BID 250 EhvircnmtlBio SIDIE, J. Fri<hy, ~ 17 1 : 00pn-4: 0Ot:m Ffahler Pall 207 
B10 305 H.mm Anatcrcv AC.Im, C. M::rrl:iy, Daceni::Er 13 9: 00an-12 : OOpn 'nnras Hall 324 
B10 315 Bicx:h:rnistJ:y RJI'IlEIXlE, tbrlay, Daceni::Er 13 1: 00pn-4 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 210 
BID 335 Plant Il¥siolgy FIEl.l13, M. Fri<hy, recarter 17 1:0Opn-4:0Opn 'lh:rras Hall 319 
BIO 345 Micrd:>iolo;y LCBJ, A. Fri<hy, ~ 17 1 : 00pn-4 : OOpn 'lh:rras Hall 324 
BID 349 Exp Fhysiolcgy PAII.Ei', B. 'l\.les:Hy, recarter 14 9: 00an-12 : 0Ot:m Ffahler Hall 106 
BID 4ls.-.J Etx:>lcgy EMZUL, P. ~YI recarter 15 9: 00an-12 : OOpn 'lh:Iras Hall 323 
B10 431W N:l.Ird::.>iolo;y SIDm, J. 'I\Jes:3ay, recarter 14 9: 00cIrr 12 : OOpn 'Ih:Iras Hall 314 
BID 45~ Virolo;y ~,K 'I\Jes:3ay, recarter 14 9: 00an-12 : OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 301 
-- Oanistry --
lOS A Q:n Chm I HESS, R. Fri<hy, D::cati::a."" 17 1: OOp n--4 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 208 
105 B Q:n Chm I mICE, A. Frid3y, ~17 1: 00pn-4 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 107 
105 C Q:n Chm I s::HJLTl, R Fricay,  17 1 : 00pn-4 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 209 
105 D Q:n Chm I mICE, A. 'l\.les:Hy, recarter 14 9 : 00am-12 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 107 
105 E Q:n Chm I HESS, R. 'l\.les:Hy, recarter 14 9: 00am-12 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 208 
205 A Organic Chm II 'ItRIffiElLI Friday, ~ 17 1 : 00pn-4 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 100 
20SA A Organic II Lab 'IlRIrnElLI 'Ihmd:iy, D::cati::a."" 16 1 : 00pn-4 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 210 
20SA B Organic II Lab I<NEQ!EL, M Sat:u.rd:iy, D:nnter 18 9 : 00am-12 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 210 
20SA C Organic II Lab KNEOiEL, M 'Ihmd:iy, r:e::e:ri::er 16 9 : OOam-12 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 210 
205 B Organic Chm II 'TCRICREILI 'fuerl3:y, recarter 14 9: 00am-12 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 100 
211 ~ Interp 'IlRIrnElLI f<t:rrl:1y, recarter 13 1 : 00pn-4 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 109 
309 Ibysical Chm GAEIE, H. F'r:i.d3y, D::o:rrb:r 17 1: 00pn-4 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 210 
309AA Ibys Chm Lab GAEIE, H. Friday, D::o:rrb:r 17 9 : oOanr 12 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 208 
401 kN Irnrganic mICE, A. W3:h?s:Hy, D::o:rrb:r 15 9 : 00an-12 : 000n Ffahler Hall 208 
40lA lrl.r Inorgan Lab FRICE, A. Friday, r:a:.-art:sr 11 9: 00am-12 : OOpn pfahler Hall 210 
- - CaTplter Scien:::e --
271 O:np..lter Sci I JESSJP, P. Frid3:y, ra::arLe:r- 17 1: 00pn-4 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 109 
371 rata St:ruc&Algo JESSJP, P. 'I\.lesd:Iy, J:a::art:er 14 9: 00atr 12 : OOpn Pt.ahler Hall 109 
471 Seminar in CS IilGEI.GAl'£ , Satl.u:d:ly, D:cali:er 18 1: 00pn-4 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 106 
-- Ccnm...n1icatim StLrlies & '1h3atre --
lOS A M:lss M:rlia & So ERAND, K. 'I\.lesd:Iy, ra::arLe:r- 14 9: oOcrrr 12 : OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 1CJ7 
105 B M:lss M:rlia & So EIWIlD, K. SatlIrday, D::oart:Er 18 1: 0C4m-4: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 108 
105 C M:lss M:rlia & So H.B9:N, W. SatlIrday, Ia:ari.:E:" 18 1: 00pn-4: 00pn Ritter Celt.er 210 
110 A :rnteq:Erscrlal ~--<lX) 'Ihmd:iy, Ia:ari.:E:" 16 1: 0C4m-4 : OOpn Ritter CHlter 210 
110 B Inter.p::Lswal W3:h?s:Hy, D::oart:Er 15 9: 00:m-12: ODIm Ritter Center 210 
U1 Intro to 'Ih3atr s:I.ImA, D SatlIrday, Ia:ari.:E:" 18 1:~:00pn Ritter Center 202 
2()(1ol Qmn 'nBlIy&Res RmN, W. Friday, Il:oe!lber" 17 1:~:00pn Ritter 02nter 202 
201 A F\.Jblic ~ ~, Friday, IRoatt::Ier 17 1:~:00pn Ritter 02nter 210 
201 B J:Ublic~ ~, 'I\Jeaiay, Ia:ari.:E:" 14 9:00:m-12:0~ Ritter 02nter 210 
2m Jcumali.sn IDi\RIl3, L 'nursd:ly, IRoatt::Ier 16 1:~:00pn F. W. Olin Rill 004 
210 Video Prai I MII.liR, J. Sat:uIOay, ~ 18 9: 00:m--12 : 00pn Ritter o:nter Sb.Xlio 
325 Srall Gro.I:> CZ1lBAKFF, Sa~,~18 9: 00cm-12: 00pn Ritter o:nter 202 
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csr 355 M:rlia Ollture & EIWA.RIl3, L Sat::urcBy I IB:atber 18 1; 0<:pn-4; 00pn F. W. Olin Hall 10'7 
csr 411A 1!dvarxl:rl Act:i.Ig HENRY, J. ~, D:am:ler 15 9: 00cm-12:00pn Ritter Celter 202 
-- Fcco:mi.cs & B.Jsire;s 1dnini.stratial --
KPA 100 B Jntro to Etx:n ~, M:rrliy, n:carber: l3 9: 00cm-12 : ocpn Ibd:ez:yet: Hall 200 
Km 100 C Intro to Etx:n ~,K ~, IB:atber 15 9: 00cm-12; ocpn 8:11let:ger Hall lui 
KPA 100 D Int:ro to Etx:n ~, '1h.n:sJay, D3::l:!1ter 16 1: 00pn-4: 00pn aillet:get Hall 200 
E037\ 100 E Intro to Etx:n E!XNM)IUJ ~,~15 9 : 00a:n-12: OOpn alllet:ger Hall 209 
ID3i\ 100 F Int:ro to Etx:n HIN:M)P,D ~, D2a:rdJer 15 9: 00a:n-12: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 102 
~ 105 A F:inarx:ial Pcct B:W!RS, B. 'I\.lerla.y, Dec:aTi:er- 14 9: 0Ocm-12: OOpn F. \-J. Olin Hall 108 
ID3i\ 105 B F:inarx:ial Pcct HARRIS, C. Saturday, ra::arter 18 1; 00pn-4; OOpn B:IILetger Hall 209 
ECI3.l>. 203 Int Fin k:J:;t I IDmS, B. Saturday, ra::arter 18 1: 00pn-4: OOpn Ibllet:ger Hall 109 
B::EA. 205 ~Pcct HARRIS, C. '1h.n:sJay, Dec:aTi:er- 16 1; 00pn-4: OOpn Ibtlet:ger Hall 209 
Erl:?A 206 Irx:x:ne 'lax Pcct Hl~, B. Friday, ~ 17 1: 00pn-4: OOpn F. W. olin Hall 108 
:s:::I?A 218 Mmage:rent fllll.LIPS , '1h.n:sJay, I:a::ati:Er 16 1: 00pn-4: OOpn Ibti.::erger Hall 108 
EI::Rl>. 251 Micro 'n1eory M:l..EN:'JAN, 'I\.lerla.y, D9cErci:Er 14 9: 0Ocm-12: Ocpn Ibti:erger Hall 200 
ECEA 252 Macro 'll'a:>:ry E!XNM)IUJ M::ni3.y, Ia::Erci:er l3 1: 00pn-4: 00pn B:::I1te:r:ger Hall 209 
E03A. 304 /lirlitin;;J 'ICW, S. '1h.n:sJay, ~ 16 1 : 00pn-4 : OOpn B::I1let:ger Hall 100 
EI:FA 30::Q Research~ O'NEITL, H M::ni3.y, Ia::Erci:er l3 1: 00pn-4 : OOpn B:::Irte:r:ger Hall 109 
EI:FA 306 Cbrp Finan::::e SN.AvrrPEA Saturday, D:carter 18 9 : oOatr 12 : OOpn Ibtte:r:ger Hall 200 
EI:FA 307 M:u:ke~ FHII.l..IFS , Saturday, D:carte:r:- 18 1: O0pn-4: OOpn B:::I1te:r:ger Hall 200 
EI:FA 308 Intn' 1 'I':r'acE O'NEIlL, H ~, D:carter 15 9: 0Ocm-12 : Ocpn B::I1te:r:ger rall 214 
ECEA 326 Mmcgerial Fin EO:NM)RJJ M::n:By, Ia::art:er 13 9: OOatr 12: ocpn B:::Ilterge:L Hall 209 
ECEA 332 I-i3al th Eb:I1 O'NEJIL, H Saturday, D9cErci:Er 18 9 : 00am-12 : ocpn B:::Iti:erger Hall 214 
E03A. 41CW B.Js Strata]y BllILIPS, '1h.n:sJay, ~ 16 9: 0Ocm-12 : ocpn B::Ilterger Hall 209 
-- Erqlish --
EIG., 100 A First -Ye:rr O:np ~,_N. 'D.les:lay, Ia::aIter 14 9: OOatr 12 : 000n F. W.-.Jilin Hall-lill 
Etil 10C B First -Ye:rr Ca:Tp ~,N. Saturday, r::e::att:er 18 1: 00pn-4 : OOpn F. v-l. olin Hall 103 
El'G.. 10C C First-Ye:rr Crnp 1GBI'INEIL he:nesi3:y, I:S::alter 15 9: 00ar!r-12 : OOpn F. vi. Olin Hall 201 
EN:L 100 D First- Year Ccrrp Pa:BI'INE1L Sao.n:d:iy, r::e::att:er 18 9: oOanr 12 : OOpn F. \,oJ. Olin Hall 301 
RiGL 100 E First-Ye:rr Ccrrp B:WERS, C. 'I\.lerla.y, D:carter 14 9: 00cm-12 : OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 201 
EN3L 100 F First-Year O:np l3A1E3, N. Friday, D:carter 17 1: 00pn-4: OOpn PaltergeL Hall 106 
RiGL 205 Fictial Writ:in;:J \O..KMER, J Fl:ida:y, D:carter 17 9: 00crn-12 : OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 317 
RiGL 206 R:)etry Wci t:in;:J KEl'm, N. v~, D:cE!li:Er 15 9: 00cm-12: OOpn F. Ttl. olin Hall 317 
EriGL 208 kN Elq;:osito:ry s::ER:EIER, 'I\.lerla.y, ~ 14 9: 00cm-12 : OOpn F. vi. Olin Hall 302 
EN:L 209C M3r0ir Writ:in;:J ~,N. Saturday, I:a:::arb:r" 18 9: 00cm-12: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 303 
EIG., 215 M:rli.eval & Ral PERREIm, M:r:rlay, D:!c:atb=r 13 9: 00cm-12; Ocpn F. W. Olin Hall 101 
EN3L 217 Rarantic & Viet IXI.E, C. '1h.n:sJay, Dscati:Er 16 1: 00pn-4: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 103 
EN3L 219 19th C. 1m Lit ~, '1h.n:sJay, Dscati:Er 16 1: 00pn-4: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 201 
EN3L 220 20th c. 1m Lit JAIaF, Friday, ~ 17 9: 0Ocm-12: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 303 
ENL 221W Lit Criticism KEll.E'i, M. MnJay, ~D 9: 00:In-12: Ocpn Ulity H:l.Jse 
EN3L 224 Japme:se Lit IE:1crUR, L SatJ...trd:ly, Dscati:Er 18 9: 00:In-12 : Ocpn F. W. Olin Kill. 317 
EN3L 228 W::na1' s Lit ~, ~, n:cati:Er 15 9: 00cm-12: Ocpn F. W. Olin Hall 303 
HU.. 280 Film St:u:li.es IXI.E, C. ~, n:cati:Er 15 9: 00cm-12: Ocpn F. W. Olin Hall 108 
ENL 309 Ehakesp:are ra:::MUR, L SatJ...trd:ly, D:cad:er 18 1: 00pn-4: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 301 
EN3L 319 Satire ~, Friday, n:cati:Er 17 9: 00an-12: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 301 
EN3L 340 N:Jve.l in l!rer KEllEi, M. SatJ...trd:ly, I:a:::arb:r" 18 9: 00an-12: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 217 
-- Exercise & Sp:rt Scien:e --
ESS 100 A Crnc W3l11Fit B:F.SIJ:EF , Saturday, D:!c:atb=r 18 1: 00pn-4: OOpn Helfferich Hall 202 
ESS 100 B Un; VEil/Fit B:F.SJ:X:RF , 'l\.Ies:lay, n:cati:Er 14 9; OOcm-12 : OOpn Helfferich Hall 202 
ESS 232W OlrrEnt TrEn:is IAv:rra:N, Fl:ida:y, I:ecatb:r 17 1: 00pn-4: 00pn Helfferid1 Hall 201 
ESS 267 Blerge:cy care IAv:rra:N, M::rrlay, I:ecarb:!r 13 1: 00pn-4: 00pn Helfferid1 Hall 201 
ESS 333 I:lrlgs & Ala:tDl .B:RSLD<F , ~, n:cati:Er 15 9: OOcm-12: OOpn Helfferich Hall 202 
ESS 347 VEil/Fit ldllt .B:RSLD<F' , Friday, n:cati:Er 17 1: 00pn-4 : OOpn Helfferich Hall 211 
ESS 351 Strtrt Kin=s ~,T ~, LEcari:::er 15 9: 00an-12: OOpn Helfferich Hall 211 
ESS 356 Elan t-Eth H&EE EN:BIR:M, 'l\.Ies:lay, n:cati:Er 14 9: OOcm-12: OOpn Helfferich Hall 211 
ESS 378 Athletic Inj ClirAI), P. 'l\.Ies:lay, D:cari:::er 14 1: O0pn-4: OOpn Helfferidl Hall 202 
-- Frarl1--
~ 101 Elan F're!1 I ~, Friday, D:carter 17 1: O0pn-4 : Ocpn F. W. Olin Hall 009 
~ 111 Interm F're!1 I ZABffirill.O 'l\.Ies:lay, ~ 14 1: O0pn-4: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 102 
FREN 201 A O:nv & Ctnp 'lRlJI', C. Friday, D:cari:::er 17 1 : 00pn-4 : Ocpn Myrin Library 201 
~ 201 B O:nv & Ctnp 'lRlJI', C. 'l\.Ies:lay t D:cari:::er 14 1: O0pn-4 : OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 201 
FREN 251 Intra F're!1 Lit GP.YMPN, S. t~, D:carter 15 9: 00crn-12 : 00pn F. W. Olin Hall 305 
--Gentan --
" 
GR 101 Elan Ger I IlJI'TOiER, Sat:urd:Iy, D3ceti:er 18 1: 00ptr4: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 101 
GR ill Interm Ger I ~ 'l\.Ies:lay, 09c:Bti:er 14 1: 00ptr4: 0<Pn F. W. Olin Hall 101 
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~ 201 Q:nv & Ctnp UJI'IOiER, 'I\le:rlay, D:nnter 14 1: 00pn-4 : 0Op:n F. w. Olin Hall 103 
(E{ 251 Intro (£r Lit H1-\I.13FASS ~, D:nnter 16 1: 00pn-4 : 0Op:n F. W. Olin Hall 101 
--Greek --
rnK 101 Elarentary Grk WIO<ER9iAM 'I\.ie&lay, ~ 14 1 : 00pn-4 : 0Op:n F. W. Olin Hall 205 
<E< 201 AthEns 5th Cent WI~ ve:bas:lay, D:nnter 15 9:00cm-12:0~ F. W. Olin Hall 205 
-- History --
HISI' 101 A Hist TI.crl ci v IXl.llfiY, R Friday, I:e::atber 17 1 : 00pn-4 : 0Op:n F. W. Olin Hall 301 
HISI' 101 B Hist Trcd Civ AILRIIGE:, Friday, I:e::atber 17 1: 00pn-4 : 0Op:n F. W. Olin H:lil 303 
HIS!' 10l C Hist TI.crl Ci v AlLlUD3E, Saturd:ly, I:e::atber 18 1 : 00pn-4: 0Op:n F. W. 0& Hall 303 
HISr 101 D Hist TI.crl Ci v c:I1IRK, H. Satu:rd:ly, I:e::atber 18 1 : 00pn-4 : 0Op:n F. W. Olin Hall 009 
HISr 221 . Intro 1m Hist AKlN, W. M::n:lay, I:e::atber D 1: 00pn-4: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 303 
HISI' 243 Hist/OJl t Jap:m c:I1IRK, H. 'lh.n:s:By, ~ 16 1: 00pn-4 : OOpn F. W. 0& Hall 301 
HIS!' 253 'Ite Midlle East I<IN3, R. ve:bas:lay, 15 9: 0Ocm-12 : OOpn F. W. 0& Hall 301 
HIS!' 30CX:; 1mCcnst'~1 AILRIIGE:, ~, r:a:arter 16 1: 00pn-4: OOpn F. w. Olin Hall 303 
HIS!' 305 St/&x:: ElIrq:e IXl.llfiY, R Satu:rd:ly, D:catber 18 1: 00pn-4 : OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 305 
HIS!' 361 East~ Dttc c:I1IRK, H. 'I\.Jesd3:y, ~ 14 9: 0Oc.m-12 : OOpn F. w. 0& Hall 305 
HIS!' 365 Blpires&Naticns I<IN3, R. F'r:i.d:ly, r:e:ari::er 17 1: 00pn-4: 0Op:n F. W. Olin Hall 305 
-- Inten::livisimal St:l.rlies --
lIS 101 A Wlrld Lit I \U1<MER, J Friday, ~ 17 1: 00pn-4 : 0Op:n F. W. Olin Hall 201 
lIS 101 B Wlrld Lit I HENRY, J. M::n:lay, D 1: 00pn-4 : 0Op:n F. W. Olin Hall 201 
lIS 102 WJrld Lit II I:ECATUR, L 'l\les:lay, D:catber 14 9: 0Ocm-12: OOpn F. W. olin Hall 303 
lIS 102 EA Wlrld Lit II a.alSER, M 'fu..Inrl3y, ~ 16 9: 00an-12: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 102 
lIS 102 BB Wlrld Lit II KEITA, N. ~,~16 9: 00cm-12 : 0(4m F. W. 0& Hall 107 
--J~--
JAm 101 Elan Japl I N:Ig{[(), S. 'l\le91ay, Lecati::Er 14 1: 00pn-4: OOpn F. W. 0& Hall 008 
JAm 111 1dv Elan Japl I NTrnIO, S. Friday, Lecati::Er 17 1 : 00pn-4: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 217 
-- latin--
rAT 101 El.emtl:y latin SIEWARI', M::n:lay, D::catb:r 13 9 : OD.::ltr 12 : 0(4m F. W. Olin Hall 301 
rAT 201 hD3as-Hami1::al SIEWARI', Friday, J:a:::erd::er 17 1 : 00pn-4: OOpn F. W. 0& Hall 205 
rAT 303 Hist Writers WICl<EFSiAM Saturday, J:a:::erd::er 18 9: 00cm-12: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 205 
-- l-Bthatatics --
MMH 105 calc far EJ:FA NESIEN, J. F'r:i.d:ly, J:a:::erd::er 17 1: 00pn-4: OOpn BJILerger Hall 100 
MMH 107 calc w/FeJi8ll I WAIT, R. Frid3;y, ~ 17 1: 00pn-4 : OOpn pfahler Hall 012 
MMH 111 A calculus I BalEmE, J M::n:lay, J:a:::erd::er 13 9 : OD.::ltr 12 : OOpn Piahler Hall 012 
MMH 111 B calculus I mD<, J. F'r:i.d:ly, ll:caTi::er 17 1: 00pn-4 : OOpn Piahler Hall 106 
MImi 11: C Calculus I '.lHIEL, L. 'I\.leslay, Lecati::Er 14 9 : 0Ocm-12 : 0(4m Ffahler Hall 209 
MImi 111 D calculus I 'lliIEL, L. Saturday, Ia::aTt:er 18 1 : 00pn-4: OOpn Ffahler Hall 209 
MmH 11: E Calculus I WAIT, R. 'I\.leslay, ra:atbar 14 1: 00pn-4 : 0(4m Ffahler Hall 107 
MMH 11: Calculus II BEIJERLE, J 'I\.le:rlay, Lecati::Er 14 1 : 00pn-4 : 0(4m Ffahler Hall 109 
MImi 21: M..1ltivar Calc EHXl<, J. 'I\.Ie:rlay, D:a!ri:er 14 1 : 00pn-4 : 0Op:n Piahler Hall 012 
MIDi 23 :'- Linem:- Algebra BEIJERLE, J 'I\le:rlay, Lecati::Er 14 9: 0Ocm-12 : 0(4m Ffahler Hall 007 
MIDi 241] A Statistics I NESLEN, J. M:n:By, D::catb:r 13 9: 00am-12 : Ocpn Balmger Hall 100 
MIDi 241:) B statistics I NESLEN, J. 'I\.leslay, D:a!ri:er 14 9: 00cm-12: Ocpn &:1lmger Hall 100 
MIDi 241\) C statistics I ClI.EM/'lN, R Saturd:ly, D:a!ri:er 18 1 : 00pn-4 : OOpn Ffahler Hall 012 
MImi 241 .. D Statistics I JES<llP, p. M::n:lay, D:o:nt;er D 9: 00cm-12 : ocpn Ffahler Hall 109 
MImi 243 Bicstatistics CI:I.EMAN, R 'I\.leslay, D::catb:r 14 9: 00an-12 : ocpn pfahler Hall 012 
l«IH 311W Intro Analysis! 'lliIEL, L. M:nBy, ~13 1: 0Q0n-4 : 000n Ffahler Hall lO7 
waH 321 Intro 'I\::p:>1Ct:JY fiAGEl.G!INS , PricEy,  17 1 : 00pn-4 : OOpn pfahler Hall 007 
waH 341 P.rd::ebility ClI.EM/'lN, R 'Ihlrs::lay, ~ 16 1 : 00pn-4 : OOpn pfahler Hall 109 
--M.lsic--
ME 121 Fl.n:Em:ntals Il\VID, N. 'Ih..zr9Ey, D:catber 16 1: 00ptr4 : OOpn &:11b:z:get: Hall 014 
ME 203 ItDBntic Eta FREKli, J. Sat:urday, D:catber 18 9: 00an-12 : OOpn anb::cget Hall 226 
-- IhilcscP¥ arrl Religim --
IHIL 101 A Krx:w, vaJ..&aeal ~,E. F'rid:Iy, Il:caliJer 17 1 ()()pn-4: 00pn F. W. Olin Hall 107 
IHIL 101 B Krx:w, vaJ..&aeal ~,K Friday, Il:caliJer 17 1 ()()pn-4: 00pn F. W. Olin Hall 103 
IHIL 101 C Krx:w, vaJ..&aeal ~,E. ~, D:a!tb3r 15 9 00cm-12: 00pn F. W. Olin Hall 1m 
HIlL 101 D ~, vaJ..&aeal ~,E. Sat:urday, ~ 18 9 00cItr 12 00pn F. W. Olin Hall 102 
IHIL 101 E Kr:wJw, val&Aeal. crmz, s. Sat:urday,  18 9 00cItr 12 00pn F. W. Olin Hall 201 
IHIL 202 Logic GEIZ, S. M::rrlay, Il:caliJer 13 9 00an-12 O~ F. W. Olin Hall 103 
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H-IIL 211 W:lr ld Fciigirns HARlJ.'.WIJ I K 'l\.les:lay, D=:cart:er 14 9: 00am-12 : OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 102 
FHIL 216 1'eN Test: PaulF.p HARlJ.'.WIJ, K SatJ.lrcHy, I8:::e:tter 18 1:00pn-4:OOpn F. ~V. Olin Hall 102 
H-IIL 237 fbI Fh:il~ SIffiN, P. 'l\.les:lay, I8:::e:tter 14 9: 00am-12 : OOpn B:Ilb:::t:ger Hlil 109 
H-IIL 309D AfrJ.m ReI ~ RICE, C. 'Ih..:zrs:l:ly I ~ 16 1: 00pn-4: 00pn F. ~"l. olin Hall 205 
-- Rysics--
mYS 111Q C£n ~ics I NPGi, D. Saturday, ~ 18 1 : 00pn-4 : OOpn pfahler Hall 100 
lliYS 207 MxEm Rlysics 'I7\Kro:S 1M. Friday, 17 1: 00pn-4 : 00pn pfahler Hall 214 
H-iYS 210 t-a:::hanicsI CEIl.l.XX:I , 'l\.les:lay I I8:::e:tter 14 9 : 00am-12 : OOpn pfahler Hall Arr 
H-iYS 210A M:d1an.ics lab rnrrrrr, 'Ih..:zrs:l:ly, D3:::arl:er 16 9 : 00am-12 : OOpn pfahler Hall Arr 
-- Fblitics --
fOL 100 A Politics & CoI!t FITlPATIUC 'l\.les:lay I D=:cart:er 14 9 : OOam-12 : OOpn anb:::t:ger Hall 108 
RJL 100 B Politics & CoI!t KANE I H. W:dnes:l3.y, Cecarter 15 9 : 00am-12 : OOpn anb:::t:ger Hall 109 
RJL 100 C Politics & CoI!t E"\U\t£, R. Saturday, ~ 18 1: 00pn-4 : OOpn anb:::t:ger Hall 108 
RJL 237 Pol FhilClSC{hy SIEFN, P. 'l\.les:lay, Ia::arb=:r 14 9 : OOam-12 : OOpn Ifirt:erger Hall 109 
RJL 242 Carp Eblitics HXD, S. Friday, ~ 17 1 : OOpn-4 : OOpn Ealb:::t:ger Hall 109 
RJL 310 C!:nJress & Pres FITlPA1RIC SatJ.lrcHy I ce::erd:er 18 9 : 00am-12 : OOpn t1Irin Library 318 
RJL 321 ernst Interpret FTIZPA1RIC W:dnes:l3.y, ~ 15 9 : 00am-12 : OOpn t1Irin Library 318 
RJL 352 'Ih::oriesofJR ~,R. Friday, Cecarter 17 9 : 00am-12 : OOpn Patb:::t:ger Hall 109 
RJL 399J ElIrq:e3n fbI ~,R. 'Ih..:zrs:l:ly, I8:::e:tter 16 1:00pn-4:0Opn Ecrrh::rger Hall 109 
-- Psych::>lo;w --
PSYC 100 Intr Psyc:h:>lo;w S'.I:N"F Saturday, ~ 18 1: 00pn-4 : OOpn F. W. Olin Hall .A1..rl 
FSt'C 110 ResEm:d1 l'I'.eth:::rl F1G), G. 'IUEsja-y I D::cartEr 14 9: OOam-12 : OOpn 'Ih::rras Hall 319 
PSYC 110 B Rese:u:d1 M3thxi RI~ 'l\.les:lay, D:o:nter 14 9 : 00am-12 : OOpn F. t"l. Olin Hall 101 
PSYC 210.'1/ ~Ps RIIEI:lJI' , B Sao..trd3:y, I8:::e:tter 18 9 : OOarrr-12 : OOpn 'Ih::rras Hhl 319 
PSYC 260 M1tl ffith-Al::rn O1AMELISS, 'Ih..:zrs:l:ly I I8:::e:tter 16 1 : O()pn--4 : OOpn 1h:rres HeLl 323 
PSYC 265 B:Jucatic:nll Psy M::MAfrn, M ~~,~15 9 : OOam-12 : OOpn ?fabler }fuJ. 106 
PSYC 325 B2hav taJ.:rosci RIIEOJr, B Friday I Di:cErrter 17 9 : ifJam-12 : OOpn 'Ih:rras tEll 319 
FS'lC 327 Na..Irosci lab RIIEIXJr , B 'fu.lrs:l:ry I ~ 16 9 : 00am-12 : OOpn 'Ih::rras tEll 307 
PS'iC 355 kble.sa:nt Psy F7(l), G. M::roay,  D 1:00pn-4:00pn 'Ih::rras Hall 324 
PSYC 360 O::rnrunity Psy Eril.A"D, E \.~y I D::cari:er 15 9:00crn-12:0Opn 1h:::rras Hall 319 
PSYC 365 Organizatimal ~~ 'fro...rrs:l3.y ~16 1 : OOp:r4. : OCipn 'Ih::rr-as Hall 324 
FSYC 375 kill~ EJIQ..l.IND, E Sab.mHy,  18 9 : OOam-12 : OOpn ~ Hal::' 323 
fSYC 455 R=rsonality CA~, K. Tuesi=ry, ~ 14 9: 00am-12: OCj;:rn ~ Hal_ 323 
PSYC 480 History& 'Ih:ory ~, Fri.d3.y,  17 ::.. : O0pn--4 : OOpn 'Ih:rras Hall 314 
-- Seciolcgy --
s:c 100 A Intro to Sec GALI..Jl(}1ER., \'~, Cecarter 15 9 : 00am--12 : OOpn ?fabler Hall 207 
sx: 100 B Intro to SX WOiAD), D Fri~.I, r::e::arb=r 17 9 : 00am--12 : 0Op-n F. W. Olin fhll 107 
sx: 100 C Intro to Sec "l:W.SIG, J. v~,~15 9 : 00am-i2 : 0Op-n Earterger Hill. 200 
sx: 100 D Intro to Sec "l:W.SIG, J. Sab.rrday I I:a:::arl::er 18 9 : 00am-12 : 00pn F. \'1. Olin Hall 101 
sx: 227 M:rrriage/Family ~, 'Ihlrs13y, I:a:::arl::er 16 1 : O0pn-4 : OOpn ?fahler Hall 106 
sx: 3601< Gld:alizaticn Ml\01AIX), D Sab.rrday, I:a:::arl::er 18 9: OOam-12 : OOpn F. \'1. Olin Hall 107 
--~1.--
SPIIN 101 A Elan Spm I l3RJNKMAl\N I V'~, ~15 1: 00rIn-4 : OOpn F. ~'J. Olin Hall lui 
SPPN 101 B Elan Spm I ERIN!<MAlIN I \·~,~15 1 : 00pn-4 : 0Op-n F. \-J. Olin Hall lui 
SPAN 101 C Elan Spm I BIEL, C. W:dnes:l3.y, Lecart:Er- 15 1 : 00prr-4 : OOpn F. W. Olin Hall .AL.rl 
SPIIN 111 A Int.enn Spm I BIEL, C. lte:h=s:Ey, D:cEni:er 15 1: 00pn-4: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall lui 
SPIIN 111 B Int.enn Spm I I-f.AADJN, H. v~, Lecart:Er- 15 1: 00pn-4 : OOpn F. W. Olin Hall .AL.rl 
SPIIN 111 C Int.enn Spm I I-f.AADJN, !l1. W:dnes:l3.y, r:a::art:Er 15 1 : 00pn-4 : OOpn F. W. Olin Hall .AL.rl 
SPAN 111 D Int.enn Spm I ErEL, C. W:dnes:l3.y I r:a::art:Er 15 1 ; 00pn-4: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall lui 
SPAN ill Int.enn ~ II PRJNKt.fAl.\N I "~' r:a::art:Er 15 1: O0pn-4: 00pn F. W. Olin Hall lui 
SPIIN 201 A Onv & Ccrrp C1IMEKN, D 'I\.lerlly, I:a:::arl::er 14 1: 00pn-4: OOpn F. W. Olin Hall 305 
SPAN 201 B Ca1v & Ccrtp IE JlFliNA., 'I\.lerlly I I:a:Etter 14 1: 00pn-4: 00pn B:llb::::t:get Hall 108 
SPAN 251 &!.rvey Spm Li. t IE JlJ?liNA, Fridiy, I:a:Etter 17 1: 00pn-4: 00pn 'lhIras Hall 323 
SPAN 352 o:ntarp Hi.sIftrv OMEKN, D Friday, I.B::Eli:Er 17 9 : OOan-12 : 0(4m F. W. Olin Hall 201 
-- W::nEn' S Sb..rlies --
WoE 200 W:m:n's Sb..rlies CB:liR, R. SatuId:ly I IS:::e:ri:Er' 18 9: 00aIr 12: O(4m B:nb::::t:get Hall 108 






For the final dining 
review of the semester, we 
carefully looked at area 
restaurants that we have not 
had the opportunity to review 
as of yet. Our final decision 
was to test the delicacies of 
Harpoon Louie's. 
We arrived shortly 
after 4pm on Monday, and 
walked into a dimly light 
restaurantthatwasempty. Yes, 
we were the only two in the 
restaurant, besides the 
restaurant personnel. After 
being greeted at the door by the 
hostess, we were shown to our 
table, a table for two against the 
wall. Overhead, the sounds of 
light Christmas tunes filled the 
air from artists such as Bing 
Crosby and Nat Kmg Cole. As 
FEATURES 
Emy Splurges for Surf'n' Turf! 
Check out Steph's Special Crouton 
Rating! 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .: Stephame chose the Broiled 
Roving Diners : Salmon, while I decided upon 
Restaurant Review • trying seafood for the very first 
: time and chose the Surf'N Turf. 
Place: Harpoon Louie's. Both of our meals were 
Collegeville, PA served with fresh garden salads 
Date: December 7, 1999 
Time: 4:00 pm 
Croutons (out of 4): *** 
:Dateability (out of 4) **** 
:Price(outof4) ** 
:Overall (out of 4) *** 3/4 
••••••••••••••••• 
the restaurant name relies, 
Harpoon Louie 's is basically a 
seafood restaurant and was 
decorated accordingly. 
When glancing over the 
menu, there were a wide variety 
of chOices for meals. The menu 
offered entrees such as chicken, 
fish. steak, and lobster. The pnce 
of these entrees vaned, as did Its 
selection, from $12 to $44. 
served on plates shaped as fish. 
We were given plenty of time to 
enjoy our salads before the main 
entrees were to arrive. A candle 
was placed on our table just before 
the meals were to be served. At 
first I was not sure why, and 
thought it must be the "two-
minute warning", but soon 
realized that it was to keep the 
butter melted for the lobster tail. 
The entrees were served 
with a smile from our waitress 
Kay. Salmon and a baked potato 
for Stephanie, and a filet and 
lobster tail for I along With an 
elegant Side of french fnes. 
The salmon was tender 
as it fell apart with each cut. And 
the steak, well It was defimtely 
the best steak I have eaten m 
years, and cooked to medium well 
perfection. Stephanie also agreed 
on the taste of the steak, even 
though she di d not care for I t to be 
done that much. The moment of 
truth was soon about to take place. 
r was actually going to try lobster. 
Tomy surpnse It was rather tasty 
as I dipped the lobster tat! meat 
mto the me lted butter. Stephante 
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concurred on the taste, as she 
shared half of the lobster tail. 
All m all, Harpoon 
LOUie's supplied a romantic 
and tranqUIl atmosphere that 
pleased these two reviewers. 
We recommend thiS restaurant 
for first dates, but be prepared 
to dish out some money If you 
dare to taste the mt:nu to the 
fullest. 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR DECEMBER 7-DECEMBER 13 
TUESDAY 
Faculty Drop-By Luncheon 
12:00 pm-Corson Board Rm. 
Aerobics 
4:30 pm-Helf. Dance Room 
Financial Aid Forms Dis-
tributed 
4:30pm-WLA 
Holiday Extravaganza & 
House Decorating Judging 
5:30pm-ElliotHouse Lounge 




6:30 pm-HelfDance Room 
Yoga Study Break 
6:30 pm-HelfDance Room 





Phi Alpha Psi 
9:30pm-Bomberger 100 












5: 30 pm-F ac&StaffDining Rm. 
SUN 
6:00pm-Unity House 
UC Blue Skies 
6:00pm-WPL 
Soccer Study Break 
6:00 pm-Ritter Gym 
Campus Activities Board 
6:30pm-WLL 
Lecture: The Dynamics of 
Campaigning and Strategies 
for Successful Leadership" 
by Bob Rovner, Dem. Can-
didate for U.S. Senate 
7:30pm-Bomberger Auditorium 
InterVarsity Christian Fel-
lowship (UC Chapter) 
8:30pm-WPL 
InterVarsity Christian Fel-
lowship (UC Chapter) 
9: 15 pm-Stauffer Lounge 
THURSDAY 
Aerobics 
7:15 am-HelfDance Room 
Aerobics 
4:30 pm-HelfDance Room 
KDK Exam Snacks Distribu-
tion 
4:30pm-WPL 
Women's Basketball vs. 
Knox College 
6:00pm-HelfferichHall 
Grizzly Editors Meeting 
6: 30 pm-Grizzly Office 
Aerobics 
7:00 pm-HelfDance Room 
Soccer Study Break 
7:00 pm-Ritter Gym 




Student Pay Day 
Aerobics 
4:30 pm-HelfDance Room 







Men's Basketball vs.Leb Val 
2:00 pm-Helfferich Hall 
RA Holiday Party 
7:00pm-WPL 
SUNDAY 
Ecumenical Worship Service 




7:00 pm-Bomberger 2nd Floor 





7: 15 am-HelfDance Room 
Aerobics 
4:30 pm-HelfDance Room 
InterVarsity Christian Fel-
lowship (U.C. Chapter) 
5:30pm-WPL 
Pi Nu Epsilon 
9:00pm-WLL 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
9:30pm-Bomberger 106 
Upsilon Phi Delta 
1 0:00pm-Olin 107 
Pi Omega Delta 
1 0:00 pm-Bomberger 200 
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Letters D~nm the Edletors.. l'd like to first begin by saying "thank-you" to the entire ~ 'I , V Grizzly staff for their hard work and dedication. It's a thankless 
The editors of The Grizzly sign off for the semester job,buteachone of you deserve credit in publishing a successful 
Thanks to everyone on the staff and in the campus communi ty for a great semester! There' s collegiate newspaper this semester. The Grizzl y has been through 
been a lot going on and around campus these past 16 weeks, and the eagerness of many of you to alotthis semester, from allegations of censorship to being heavily 
respond in these pages was better than it ever has been in my past three semester here. To everyone understaffed. In the long run though, a successful paper was 
who wrote an article or a response, thank you for taking the time to help make the paper all that it produced each week that you should be very proud of. In my four 
can be, your voice on important issues that concern how we live together here and beyond. I hope years here at Ursinus, The Grizzly has never printed 12+ pages 
to see next semester continuing the trend ofthis section as an expanded forum for serious campus, each week on time, an accomplishment that is worth high praise. 
national, and international issues. Thanks for reading, and thanks even more to the many of you who And this could not have been done without everyone's help, from 
have responded this semester. To those that haven't, don't wait for someone else to do it for you. the advisor, editors, photographers and writers. 
Opinion is power. Knowledge is power. The free expression of both is vital to the life of the liberal And now a note to the respective sections: 
institution and the maintenance ofthe free world. Keep it coming. Happy Holidays. --Fran: Congratson a great News section. Thissemesterwasnot 
~ eoua, an easy semester to do news, but you reported the facts efficiently 
r----------------------------...;;.;;,;.;.;;,;;.,.;:;.;.,;.;.;~ and in good taste. Thanks. 
I feel blessed to have been given the opportunity to work alongside the few dedicated --Dan: Being a freshman section editor is not common thing, but 
individuals who are responsible for the creation and publication of The Grizzly each week. To you excelled beyond my expectations and produced a successful 
everyone on staff, especially to the five people I've grown closest with- Steph, Emy, Fran, Chris seciton each week. You have also set a standard for those to follow 
and Dr. E- thanks for making the "big" adjustment to college life a little easier and a lot less painful. in the future. Thanks. 
I look forward to continuing my work on staff next semester and in the years to come. As a writer --Chris: Excellent job on provoking thought in this year's opinions 
and editor, I will forever strive to present the news in the most accurat e,informativeandinteresting section. I don't think we've ever had this many Letters to the 
manner possible. Editors. Congrats and Thanks, and keep up the great work! 
~ __ ~~ ____ ~ ___ ~~ ______ ~~ _____ ~~~~_~~~~'~~4-Cme~YooaMed"lifu"tothee&tiqstaffYoure~~~asm 
Its been some of the most challenging and rewarding few months personally for me. often ran wild with the rest of us. Thanks. 
Meeting deadlines and scrambling for article gives one a great feeling of success and accomplishment. --Sue: Thanks for taking photos at some non-opportune times. 
Reading your work and having people come up and compliment you on what you are doing is also --Heather: Thanks for doing a great job with advertising. 
incredibly satisfying. Good luck to the Sports Section, it will never be the same without me * grin. * --Stephanie: Thank-you and Good Luck! You have complimented 
~ '8~ my sometimes,'psychotic'side very well. Your dedication to this r---__ ~----------------------------------------~~~--~----~ Well the semester is drawing to an end and so is my job as News Editor of The Grizzly. At paperis phenomenal as shown in those "all-nighters" we pulled on 
times, this job was annoying but it did teach me some valueable life lessons. I've learned how to several occassions. (Including that memorable Staples run for 
manage my time and how to print a news section with only two or three writers. Most importantly, toner at 6:30am) Good Luck in leading The Grizzly into the new 
though, my mind was opened up to different attitudes, personalities, and opinions. Throughout the milleniurn. I know it will be in great hands. 
semester, I worked with some really great editors and other's who rarely completed their sections by --Dr. Edwards: Thank -you for your guidance and knowledge over 
the deadline. I want to thank Dr. Edwards for all her help with my articles. She definately helped the last semester, and good luck in the years to come. 
me to improve my newspaper writing skills. Overall, I can say that I enjoyed writing and editing for --Writers: Thank-you so much! We couldn't have done a paper 
The Grizzly. I would also like to add that, like anything you do in life, working for The Grizzly is without you. You know who you area, the few of you out there-
a learning process. When you criticize the paper do it constructively, because maybe not everyone -your contributions were greatly appreciated. 
can be as perfect as you. As I end my year as Editor-In-Chief, I wish all of next 
l_-------------------------------------------~-~~~~~~S~~~a~"~9~'~~~e~4!~use~~~~ffhbest~oc~~~~donF~~~a~ Holiday Season. 
So, it's certainly been an interesting semester. I was a little nervous coming into the position 
ofCo-EIC with Emy, but after burning the midnight oil a couple of times (alright all the time), I 
guess I got the hang of things. Erny has been absolutely great teaching me the ropes and sharing 
the responsibilities of the position. There have definitely been some rough times (i.e.-the toner trip 
to Staples at 7:02am after a "nap," the zebra scanner pictures, anytime I had to wax something 
small...) As a staff, we've had our share ofprob1ems as well, but we are hopefully on the road to 
remedying these si tuations. I'm looking forward to making even more improvements next semester 
with the new crew. 
To the current staff members: 
--Fran: Thank you for being my partner in crime as well as an extremely competent writing buddy. 
--Dan: Although "everyone's friend Dan" tooka lot of slack this semester, I continue to believe that 
you are a truly talented, while under-appreciated,joumalist. 
--Chris: You really surprised me this semester. I'm very impressed with your work and willingness 
to speak your mind. 
--Cory: As a former sports editor, I can attest to the difficulties of your position. You definitely 
improved throughout the year, and your picks always made me laugh. 
--Sue: I never really did understand how to take pictures of random people either. Thanks for 
contributing your photographic abilities. 
--Andy Maynard: Ijust wanted you to know that the improvements that you made throughout the 
year did not go unnoticed. 
--Nipun, Megan, "Ann," Jeff, Kelly, Tim, Ramsey, Sue, and the rest of the Grizzly writers: Thank 
you so much for contributing articles regularly. Even when computers went down or illness struck, 
you guys came through. 
--Dr. Edwards: I would like to thank you for all your guidance with articles and staff decisions. You 
can switch around my articles any day. 
Letter to the Editors: 
Dear Editors, 
I applaud you in accepting the criticism given to you by my 
classmate Thomas Pomenti by printing his article in the recent 
November issue ofthe Grizzly. In light of the situation with Joe 
Pope and the declining quality of your paper during the past 
semester, I was pleasantly surprised to see you accept criticism 
rather than backing away from it. 
A few weeks ago, the Grizzly's quote ofthe week was "Real 
Knowledge is to Know the Extent of One's Ignorance" 
(Confucius). Printing Tom's article showed that the Grizzly is 
aware of the criticism of many students in the Ursinus communtiy. 
Therefore, you are no longer ignorant of the situation. It is now 
your responsibility, as editors, to take the next step toward real 
knowledge by making use of this criticism and improving your 
paper. 
Sincerely, 
Laura M. Phillips, Class of 2003 
(Editor's note: The misspelling of "community" was not a 
mistake on the part of the staff. Thought you might find that 
interesting. -CC) 
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Singing Group Edges out Magician 
Ursinus Talent Show Allows Students to Strut their Stuff 
guitar. Joining the forces of album, "Tom Howard and the 
several local bands , Josh Endless Highway of Media 
Adkinson,ShawnWitt,andMike Whores ," was another 




December 3, UC students 
flocked to Wismer Lower 
Lounge to catch a glimpse of 
the talent that the college has 
to offer. From singing to guitar 
strumming to baton twirling, 
the annual Ursinus Talent 
Show was packed with 
entertainment for all. 
Hosted by Mike 
Keeper and Roxanne Moore, 
this dynamic duo did their best 
to keep the show rolling 
throughout the preparation for 
each act. Crackingjokes about 
his love life and performing a 
stirring rendition of "In your 
Eyes," Keeper was a barrel of 
laughs complimented by 
Moore's 'straightman.' 
Taking home the first 
place prize for this year's event 
was the sensational singing 
group composed of Ursinus 
students Eboni Woodard, 
Michael Adenike, and Melvin 
Allen along with Emmanuel 
Adenike, Lemar Davidson, and 
Tyrone Quilles . After 
Woodard introduced the group, 
the singers took to the stage 
and thoroughly impressed the 
judges with their abilities. 
Senior first prize winner 
Mel vin Allen commented, "The 
performance went really well. 
We were charged by the crowd. I 
think that our originality and a 
cappella singing style really 
impressed the judges. All of the 
acts in the talent show were really 
good." 
Second prize winner 
freshman Chris Valenti wowed 
the audience with his magic show. 
The crowd went wild as Valenti 
levitated a paper rose and caused 
coins to fall right through glass. 
"I thought the Talent 
Show went really well for putting 
ittogether atthe last minute with 
very little rehearsal," remarked 
Valenti, "There were a lot of 
great singing and musical talents. 
It shows that Ursinus is more 
thanjust a bunch ofBio people." 
Freshman Sherod 
Smallman was awarded third 
prize for his performance of "The 
Dream: the true story of Sherod 
Smallman." Smallman's 
combination of vocal skills, in-
depth original lyrics, and stage 
presence were the keys to this 
award-winning performance. 
The most original non- sounds of acoustic and electric musical performances of the 
musical actsofthe show inc1uded guitars in two original pieces. evening. 
KeoOura Kounlavong and Tami Breaking away from the Other musical acts 
Smerlick's 'good more traditional musical acts, included Ashish 
versus evil' indoor ir=====================~ Seth ' s electric 
guard show and the g u ita r 
dramatic poetic performance of 
ravings of "The Sea " Always wi th 
Captain" clad in a Me, Always with 
disturbing ski mask. You," the duo 
During the Manini Mehta 
evening , many and Mike 
different musical D e F eli c e 
talents were performing an 
s how cas e d . original work, the 
Beginning with an acoustic guitar 
eerie rendition of a stylings of Mike 
popular Creed song, Pachelli , Tim 
Jim Turner unfurled D ' Andrea, and 
his vocal talents Travis Allred, and 
accompanied by the vocal 
Shawn Levin on the exhibition of 
guitar. Caitlin Daneen Stamps. 
Sigler and Brian Al tho ugh 
Sacks played guitar running longer 
while sweetly than planned, the 
singing "Secure Talent Show as a 
Yourself' and the touching N.Y. VS2000,agroupcomposed whole wasa success. Magician 
"Wedding Song." of James Clark Robinson , Valenti concluded, "A lot of 
The brother and sister Anthony Youngblood , and people came to support their 
duo of Jen and Evan Walton Branden Brooks, riled up the classmates. The crowd got 
displayed the strong and clear audience and motivated people really into it. Hopefully, this 
vocal talents of the team as well to get up and dance. Tom sparks more people to come out 
as excellence on the acoustic Howard's drum solo from his reveal their hidden talents next 
year." 
Ursinus College Choir Presents "Messiah" 
Capacity Crowds at the 62nd Anniversary Perfonnance 
Stephanie Restine 
Editor-In-Chief 
Uplifted voices filled 
the air in Bomberger on 
Saturday and Sunday, 
December 4 and 5. TheUrsinus 
College Choir presented 
Handel's "Messiah" before 
capacity crowds on both nights. 
An annual event on the 
Ursinus campus, the "Messiah" 
production was conducted by 
veteran Dr. John French. The 
1999 production marked the 
21 st year that French has 
conducted this piece and the 
62nd performance of the 
"Messiah" at Ursinus College. 



















by the blissful 
sounds of Staff Photo By Sue Fialkowski 
O'Neil and French. 
Also accompanying the 
choral performers were David 
Furniss, organ 
continuo, and 






and vocal abilities. 
Excellent 
renditions of the 
"Hallellujah" 
chorus and final 
chorus roused the 
attentive audience. 
The choir was 
rewarded wi th 
standing ovations 
on both nights for 
excellent 
performances. Senior Ethan 
Hartwig agreed, "I had an 
excellent time, and I thought it 
was very well done. This was the 
second time I had gone to see the 
performance; this time I brought 
my parents and my girlfriend with 
me as well." 
Performing in the 
"Messiah" on both nights,junior 
soprano Allison Newkirk 
commented, "It was very excitmg 
and invigorating to be in the choir 
and actually participate. It really 
gets you into holiday spirit. This 
was really hard work but well 
worth all the practice." 
Sophomore soprano 
Christy Maurer concluded, "The 
audience really seemed to enjoy 
the performances. As a 
conductor, Dr. French is a great 
person and has a really wonderful 
ear for music. I look forward to 
performing again next year." 






Being John Malkovich 
John Cusack ....... ...... .. . Craig Schwartz 
Cameron Diaz .............. Lotte Schwartz 
Catherine Keener ............ ... .... Maxine 
John Malkovich ... ..... .John Malkovich 
Charlie Sheen ....... ........ Charlie Sheen 
Rated R 
Directed by Spike Jonze 
Running Time: 112 min. 
This is the most innovative film 
I have seen in years. Not does Being 
John Malkovich have a superb 
screenplay that asks deep questions 
about what-it-is-to-be-who-I-am, but 
also this film's director, Spike Jonze, 
strengthens and expands the medium of 
film. 
Jonze shows us that film, 
through its visual movement and abi I ity 
to draw and manipulate an audIence, 
can delve mto a human mind-he shows 
us what it is to be John Malkovich. He 
pummels us with manipulation after 
manipulation of characters on screen 
until we begin to reexamine our own 
influences-what constitutes our own self. 
Add Jonze' s direction to a wonderfully 
witty, biting script and exemplary acting 
and we have one of the top ten films of 
the year so far. 
Catherine Keener and 
Malkovich himself give great 
performances. Keener (8mm, Your 
Friends' and Neighbors) exploits the 
weaker characters but ultimately she 
shows us how hollow one is when one is 
so ruthless. Malkovich makes a 
microcosmic exploration of his self in 
his own acting, notably his facial quirks 
and mannerisms. 
This extraordinarily well-made 
film attests to film's persistence and 
evolution. Being John Malkovich shows 
us that film does not wallow in mindless 
special effects and sensationalism-film 
is, and can do, so much more. 
**** (out of 4 stars) 
ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT 
New Movie Reviews: 
Being John Malkovich 
The World Is Not Enough 
The World Is Not Enough 
Piers Brosnan ......... ......... ...... ......... 007 
Sophie Marceau ................. Elektra King 
Robert Carlyle ........ ... .. ....... .... ... Renard 
Denise Richards .............. Christmas Jones 
Directed by Michael Apted 
RatedPG-13 RunningTime: 127min. 
James Bond, gadgets, sexual 
innuendoes, guns, explosions, mind-
bending stunts, and world-wide danger 
are resurrected again in this 19th Bond 
film. A few years ago I realized a good 
Bond movie is like celluloid candy. These 
films do not reveal profound truths about 
reality (as Bond regularly defies it) or 
human nature (as his character is a mixture 
between libidinous wit and a general 
disregard for just about everything evil). 
It surely does not preach an anti-violence 
message. But it is just great fun. 
Writers fornew James Bond films 
must think for long hours for some 
interesting ways the villai'1 will die, or 
how Bond will get out of a sticky situation, 
or wha t new gadgets to come up wi th next. 
The World is Not Enough is full of this 
ludicrous eye-candy: a boat that can dive 
underwater or ride on the streets of London; 
helicopters that have razor-sharp shears; 
snowmobiles that descend from the sky. 
The villain, Renard, is of the classic Jaws-
type mold-nearly impervious to pain from 
a bullet lodged in his brain. 
Brosnan, Marceau, and Carlyle 
give solid, Bond-consistent performances. 
One question though-Denise Richards-a 
nuclear scientist? I'm surprised she didn't 
pronounce "nuclear" "nucular." 
*** (out of 4 stars) 
exciting Movie 
Reviews next 
One Flew Over The Cuckoo's 
Nest (1975) 
Jack Nicholson .................... MacMurphy 
Louise Fletcher ............... Nurse Ratchet 
Directed by Milos Foreman 
The first time I watched this movie 
I was ten and so taken in by the magic of 
the story and the wonderfully eccentric 
characters that I was about to bust some 
people out of mental asylum just to see 
what they're like. 
Cuckoo's Nest is the story of 
Nicholson, an insolent man confined in a 
mental asylum along with an entourage of 
pitiable, endearing inmates. It asks the 
cavernous questions such as: what 
constitutes insanity? What is the worth of 
happiness? 
Nicholson continues to show why 
he is one of the greatest American actors-
he can transfix attention with a gesture, a 
smile, a flick of a cigarette-so when he 
leads his humble band, we can only sit 
bac. k and admire 
STUDEITBISCOUITS 
Available on all MSE seMCH 
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Women' s Volleyball; The Year in Review and Their Run to the ECA C' s 
JodySmith 
Special to the Grizzly 
For the first time in history, the 
Ursinus Women's Volleyball team 
qualified for the ECAC tournament at 
Carnegie-Mellon University in 
Pittsburgh this year. Though not a 
total surprise, many of the team 
members had forgotten that Coach 
Cornish placed a bid for the 
tournament. They believed their season 
ended October 27 with a tough loss to 
Muhlenberg. But when the call came 
in Monday, November 6, the team 
found out they were seeded 3rd out of 
6. They had only three days to practice. 
The team left at 9am Friday morning 
for the five-hour trek to Pittsburgh. 
Ursinus would face-off against 
Montclair State (6th seed) who had a 
16-14 record at the time. Ursinus 
came out on fire the first game, winning 
15-7. But the celebrating couldn't last 
very long. The team still had two more 
games to win in order to move into the 
semi-finals. Unfortunately, that just 
wasn't to be. Montclair State started 
the second game fired up, winning 
easily 15-3. Montclair took the next 
two games as well, 15-5, 15-8, and 
won the match. 
Junior Nikki DeMascio had the only 
double-double in the match, finishing 
with 11 kills and 16 digs. Becca 
Dickerson, one of the three seniors on 
the team this year, also had 16 digs 
along with 7 kills and 3 aces. 
Sophomore Katie Shearer finished with 
11 kills and 1 solo block and senior 
Colleen Reasor had 5 kills and a solo 
block. Junior setter Jody Smith had 6 
kills and 21 assists for the Bears, and 
sophomore setter Nicole DeBus had 5 
kills and 18 assists. 
Though the trip home was a long 
one, the team had nothing to be ashamed 
about. They had made history by just 
being there. But the ECAC tournament 
wasn't the only history made this season. 
Earl ier in the year, the team took home the 
first place trophy at the Hood College 
Invitational, beating the host team Hood 
in the championship match. It was a first-
ever championship claimed by the Bears, 
and one that no one on the team this year 
will ever forget. Senior Becca Dickerson 
commented on that win. "The Hood 
tournament was the perfect start for our 
season. We went and won the first 
toumamentever for Ursinus. After always 
fmishing in the bottom I think that finishing 
first gave us the confidence to face the 
season in a positive way." 
Indeed it did. The Bears continued their 
winning ways in the next tournament as 
well, winning the Bronze Division at the 
Allentown Tournament. Butperhapsmore 
memorable then trophy was the match 
against Neuman College. The Bears took 
Neuman to 5 grueling games that lasted 
over two and a-halfhours. Although the 
Bears lost the match, 10-15, 16-14, 16-
18, 16-14, 10-14, they won respect and 
acknowledgement from every team there, 
as well as teams in the Centennial 
Conference. "We had finally passed over 
the bump in the road that prevented us 
from looking like a team that people 
wouldn't give recognition to," said 
Dickerson. 
In Centennial Conference play, the team 
also took a game from Gettysburg, 10-15, 
2-15,18-16,3-15. Gettysburg went on to 
win the Centennial Conference and quali fy 
for the NCAA tournament. Last year, the 
Bears also took one game from Gettysburg, 
which tumedout to be their only Centennial 
Conference loss. 
So what led the UC Volleyball team to 
their record breaking 16-win season? 
Assistant coach Dana DelleDonne 
contributes it to team unity. "The team 
unity that we had in the beginning with the 
win at Hood lasted right through to 
ECAC's," comments DelleDonne. "We 
get where we wanted to be," she adds. 
This unity was seen off the court as well. 
Directly after the celebrated win at 
Allentown, the team learned that Coach 
Cornish's father had passed away. The 
death took its toll on the team, who dropped 
a loss to undefeated F&M College that 
week. "We knew we didn't play our best 
that match," said Smith, "but at that point 
our thoughts were with Coach and her 
family. We made it through as a team, 
though, and came out even stronger." In 
fact, it was Coach Cornish's "team-
together" cheer that would proceed every 
match the Bears played. It was a 
philosophy that the team carried through 
until the very end. 
Another strength that factored into the 
team's successful season was the depth in 
the bench. Sophomore off-side hitters 
Eboni Woodard and Aki Watanuki often 
subbed in for the setters in the front row. 
They provided both key blocks and hits 
during crucial moments of the game. 
Freshman Shane I Green got playing time 
as both a middle blocker and outside 
hitter, also contributing at key moments in 
a game. Sophomore defensive specialist 
Rebecca Chilcoat and freshman defensive 
specialist Rebecca Outten took turns in 
the back row. Both players saved countless 
balls from hitting the floor and kept rallies 
ali ve. DelleDonne also commented about 
the strength offthe bench. "There was not 
one player that I can say that was selfish 
about anything. I commend every member 
ofthe team for their hard work this season." 
That hard work also extends to the team 
trainers this season, Heather Goldberg 
and Roxanne Moore. For the most part, 
the team was spared any major injuries 
this year. But Heather and Roxanne were 
always there to tape ankles, wrists, and 
shins, provide towels, and make sure the 
team had plenty of water and ice during 
and after practices. Many thanks go out 
to them. 
Although no one on the team would 
disagree about the teamwork that went 
into this season, there were some 
outstanding individuals who were 
recognized by the CC. Both DeBus and 
Smith finished in the top ten for assists, 
averaging 4.40 and 4.23 assists per game, 
respectively. DeMascio finished 3rd in 
the conference in digs, with 4.20 a game, 
and senior defensive specialist Erin 
Golembewski finished 8th with 3.86 
digspergame.Sh~ledtheconference 
in blocks, averaging 1.05 per game and 
Reasor was 8th with .710. As a team, 
Ursinus finished first in digs per game 
with 2,220 overall, or 22.20 per game. 
DeBus, DeMascio, Dickerson, Reasor, 
Shearer, and Smith were all elected to 
the Centennial Conference Player of the 
Week Honor Roll at one point in the 
season as well. 
As far as Ursinus milestones, both 
GolembewskiandDeMasciohitthe 1000 
career dig mark, and Smith and DeBus 
each had over 400 assists. Dickerson hit 
the half-century mark in aces, and 
Shearer finished with 71 solo blocks. 
The volleyball season has ended now. 
The net has been taken down and replaced 
by gymnastic equipment. The balls are 
stored away in the closet. The uniforms 
have been put away. Kneepads and 
sneakers have been taken home. But 
there remain on campus 12 volleyball 
players who will go down in the history 
books. Never again will there be a UC 
volleyball team who wins a first ever 
tournament. Nor will there be another 
team that qualifies for the ECAC 
tournament for the very first time. 
Perhaps in the future there will be better 
UC volleyball teams, who will have 
better players and more wins in a season. 
That's almost a definite. But never will 
there be a team exactly like the 1999 
Ursinus College Women's Volleyball 
team. They truly are champions. 
knew that we needed to playas a team to .-____________________________ _ 
Wrestling Struggles in Tourney 
Tim Noone 
Staff Writer 
This past weekend, the defending 
Centennial Conference wrestling champs 
struggled in a tournament they were 
thought to perform well in. In the Petrofes 
Invitational at Lebanon VaHey CoHege, 
the Ursinus College Bears placed 
eighteenth out of twenty teams. Some of 
the teams included rivals such as 
Muhlenberg, Gettysburg, and Western 
Maryland. Ursinus had two notable 
finishers in Pat Curry who placed fifth at 
149 pounds, and Dan Swolini who 
placed eighth at 184. The Bears also 
had many oftheir wrestlers out due to an 
unknown medical problem. Junior Mike 
Seigel stated, "We need to forget about 
this weekend, we need to get healthy and 
look to our matches to come." 
This was their third tournament of the 
season with the first two at Montclair 
State and the College of New Jersey. 
Ursinus continues their season on 
December 29 and 30 along with 
Gettysburg atthe Florida College Duals. 
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Special to the Grizzly 
It was one ofthose weeks were there 
were some results that just made your 
eyes pop out of your skull in disbelief. 
What in the world happened in Baltimore 
that made TennesseelHouston lose its 
first divisional game in 13 attempts? 
Especially in a 41-14 shellacking at the 
hands of the 4-7 Ravens? What made 
teams like the Falcons, Giants and 49'ers 
suddenly errupt offensivel y? The Giants 
scored the most points in four years ! The 
Niners had 542 yards of offense, 472 in 
the air, scored 30 points ... and lost? 
Some kind of amazing things happened, 
and at least I can look back and say "I 
knew those stinking Niners were going 
to lose!" Then I look at some of the other 
scores, scratch my head and mutter 
unprintable words about parity in the 
NFL. 
Cleveland at Cincinnati 
Carolina at Green Bay 
New England at Indianapolis 
NY Giants at Buffalo 
Philadelphia at Dallas 
Baltimore at Pittsburgh 
St. Louis at New Orleans 
Detroit at Tampa Bay 
Arizona at Washington 
Miami at NY Jets 
San Diego at Seattle 
Atlanta at San Francisco 
Minnesota at Kansas City 
Denver at Jacksonville 
Oakland at Tennessee 
Browns at Bengals - Another meeting in 
the toilet bowl. I think the Bungles can 
actually put two in a row together over 
some of the worst teams in the NFL. 
Panthers at Packers - In the Frozen 
Tundra? Green Bay should win by a 
touchdown at least. 
Patriots at Colts - The Colts may just be 
the best team in the NFL. Bledsoe has 
been stinking it up lately with 11 
interceptions in the last four games. I 
think that comparison says it all. 
Giants at Bills - Holy smokes! The Giants 
are a well-oiled offensive machine! Now 
let's see if they can do it for two weeks in 
a row. As much I want them to smack the 
Bills around, I'll go with Flutie, Moulds 
and Co. to come out on top. 
Eagles at Cowboys - Believe it ornot, iftf 
this gamewas going to be at the Vet, I 
would pick the Birds to win it. 
Unfortunately, it's down in Texas, where 
the 'Boys haven't lost all year. 
Ravens at Steelers - I still think the 41 
against Tennessee was a fluke, but the 
Stelleres are mediocre enough that the 
Ravens might be able to put 2 in a row up 
in Pittsburgh. 
Rams at Saints - When you lose to the 
Falcons as N.O. did this past Sunday, you 
must be really bad. Turns out Ricky 
Williams was injured, and if he's gone, 
don't look for them to win anything else. 
Then you 100katthe351 yards and 3 TO's 
that Warner threw and you realize, the 
Saints weren't going to win WITH Ricky 
playing, anyway. 
Men's Hoopsters Net First Win 
Cory Braiterman 
Sports Editor 
Before a crowd of a couple hundred in 
Helfferich Hall this past Saturday, the 
UC Mens Basketball team picked up its 
first win of the season in a 75-69 win 
over Dickinson. It was an action packed 
night full of emotions and milestones. 
Richie Barrett, ajunior All-American 
scored his 1 ,000th career point early in 
the first half on, fittingly a three pointer 
that hit nothing but net. The game was 
halted briefly as Barrett threw the game 
ball to his relatives in the stands and had 
his photograph taken with Head Coach 
George White. He ended the game with 
18 points, 15 rebounds, and 4 steals, all 
team highs. 
Senior Chris Ciunci scored 9 
points on 3 ofl4 shooting, and electrified 
the crowd in the first half with a pair of 
back-to-back blocks. 
Ursinus jumped out to a double-
digi t first halflead before the Devils came 
back, even taking the lead twice in the 
second half, only to see Ursinus pull away 
again just as they would gain and regain 
the lead. Dickinson was led by senior 
guard Wade Curry who scored 18 points 
including 3 of 6 from 3-point land. 
Freshman center Dan Luciano 
made big contributions as he put in 11 
points on 5 of 7 shooting. Junior point 
guard Luther Owens had what was 
described by Assistant Coach Greg Pierce 
as a "stellar floor game." He finished the 
night with 14 points, 5 assists and 3 steals. 
Other Bears that made heavy contributions 
included sophomore forwards Matt 
McCloskey and Brian Walsh and senior 
Lions at Bucaneers - Every time I doubt 
the Lions, they surprise me. Then again, 
so have the Bucs. I still think that Detroit 
just isn't that good and Tampa Bay has an 
excellent defense. I look for the Bucs to 
win it in a close one. 
Cardinals at Redskins - Even with 
Plummer playing the way he can, I don't 
think that the Cards are good enough as an 
overall team to beat the Redskins. This is 
one game I really don't like topick as it can 
go either way, butI'll take Washington by 
a field goal. 
Dolphins at Jets - It is discomforting to see 
that the one good thing about the Jets this 
year, its defense, can get ripped apart like 
that. The Jets always play the Dolphins 
tough, but I still think the Fins will come 
out on top. 
Chargers at Seahawks -San Diego finally 
stopped its six-game losing streak, but 
they should probably start a new one as 
they go up to face the Seahawks, who are 
looking to break a two-game skid oftheir 
own. 
Falcons at 4gers - Jeff Garcia of San Fran 
throws for over a quarter of a mile and 
they lose? That is because they're missing 
both starting cornerbacks to injury which 
guard Rob Bishop all of whom shot 100% 
from the charity stripe. Walsh went 6 of 
6, McCloskey 4 of 4 and Bishop 2 of 2. 
Their efforts brought the Bears free-throw 
shooting up toa respectable 70% compared 
to 64% for Dickinson. 
Free throws are what won the game for 
Ursinus, as both the Bears and Devils 
makes a weak defense even more 
vulnerable. Believe it ornot, I'll take the 
Dirty Birds over the Niners in this one. 
Vikings at Chiefs - While K.c. has lost 
only once at home and even got a road 
win in Denver last week, they don't stack 
up pound for pound, athlete for athlete 
with the Vikings, who should probably 
steamroll them. 
Broncos at Jaguars - Speaking of 
steamrollers, this looks to be another one 
as Jacksonville looks to avenge playoff 
losses a completely different team with 
the same name. 
Raiders at Titans -The mercurial Raiders 
can give themselves great credibility with 
a win at Tennessee. Then again, I look 
at the smelly mess that the ex-Oilers 
layed against Baltimore and think, they 
can't do something that bad twice, can 
they? 
Picks of the Week -
The Cory Braiterman BluePlate Special 
is the Colts over the Patriots 28-13 
The Almighty Aaron Hampton Returns 
and has Decreed the Eagles will Beat 
the Cowboys 20-14 
made 22 field goal attempts. UC simply 
made ten more free throws and had 12 
more attempts than DC. 
The Bears are curmetIy 1-2 with a 
l-Orecord in the Centermial Conference. 
They face CC foe Haverford here at 
home on Tuesday at 8:00 PM. 
Dickinson drops to 1-3 after the loss. 
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Ursinus Swimming Falls to Red 
Devils of Dickinson 
Stephanie Restine 
Editor-In-Chief 
In a Centennial Conference dual 
meet, the Ursinus swim teams took on 
Dickinson on Saturday, December 4. 
Although keeping a positive attitude 
throughout, the women's team fell by a 
score of 139 to 46, while the men lost 
129 to 42. 
For the women, sophomore 
captain Lindsay Glah had a stellar day, 
taking home first place in the 500 freestyle 
witha timeof5:36.02. Glahalso finished 
second in the 200 butterfly, clocking in at 
2:24.87. 
Freshman Jen Tate was also a 
major driving force for the Bears, finishing 
second in the 100 freestyle (58.20) and 
third in the 50 freestyle (26.70). 
On the men's side, sophomore 
captain Pete "Wayne" Druckenmiller 
Staff Photo By Chrissy Leonard 
Banking 
BEAT THE 
WINTER BLAHS ... 
... and warm up your career ambitions with an excellent op-
portunity to earn extra cash. Commonwealth Bank is offering 
training during winter break for college students interested in 
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*FULL- AND PART-TIME TELLERS* 
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*FULL- AND PART-TIME SALES 
REPRESENTATIVES * 
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Bank, Human Resources, Attn: CSICP, 2 W. Lafayette St., 
Norristown, PA 19401-4758. Fax: (610) 313-1509. Email: 




racked up a first place finish in the 200 
breaststroke (2:25.49) and a second place 
time in the 200 individual medley 
(2:12.12.) 
Druckenmi Iler commented, "The 
team had a lot offast swims. We all did 
really well as a team." . 
Demonstrating his great 
versa ti lity, sophomore John Montgomery 
raced for second in both the 50 freestyle 
(23.70) and the 200 backstroke (2: 13.27). 
The men 's relay team of 
sophomore Ryan Michaleski and freshman 
George Breuninger along with 
Druckenmiller and Montgomery 
finished second In the 400 freestyle 
relay with a time of3:44.36. 
Although only having a small 
break in practices, the Bears do not 
have their next meet until January 22 
against Western Maryland. The UC 
teams will be practicing at the long-
course pool at the University of 
Maryland from January 4-11. The 
Bears will then return to Ursinus and 
continue to practice in the Elliot pool 
until the 22nd. 
Both Ursinus swim teams are 
currently 0-4 in conference 
competitions. 
Great Gift Ideas 
***Team Hats*** 
***Ski Caps*** 
***UC Crush Hats*** 
On Sale By: UC Baseball 
See Coach ThoDlas or a 
TeaDlmeDlber . 
The Ursinus Womens basketball team plays defense against Dickinson. 
They lost the game on Saturday in the front end of a Women'slMen's 
Doubleheader. 
Staff Photo By Erny Hoke 
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Seniors Remembered! Teammates Reflect on the Departing Upperclassmen 
FOOTBALL: 
Joe Nangle- akaj.t. nangstar 
-Tim Coleman 
"The seniors were the best!" 
AnthonyCiarello: "He played 
his heart out every second of 
every minute of every game. 
He led purely by example. The 
future of this football team 
owes a lot to people of the 
likes of Be I us hi." 
-Lyle Hemphill 
Mike not only excelled while 
playing but more importantly 
was a great leader. He was a 
great role model for the under 
c1assmen on the team. Joe was 
great to have in the huddle for 
the past 2 seasons. He kept 
everyone calm, especially 
myself. Through out this past 
season I would have went nuts 
a few times if it weren't for 
Joe. 
All I can say is that next 
season it is going to be weird 
when walking down to practice 
and Mike isn't there, and when 
calling a play and Nangle is 
not in huddle. The team is 
going to miss their distinct 
personalities they brought. 
-Frank Vecchio 
The seniors brought the 
program to the level it should 
be at. 
-Jason Wilson 
Matt McCloskey, that kid 
can surely blaze it up with the 
best of them. That kid has a 
unique ability to use such 
tremendous power behind his 
blaze. 
-Joe Nangle 
One thing I remember, is how 
one of the coaches would call 
Ashton dough-nut boy, 
because Ashton, along with 
the other backers are all fat. 
-Anthony Ciarlello 
I would like to say that if it 
wasn't for guys like Vecchio, 
Aston, Ciarlello and Stauffer 
making me feel a part of the 
team and that I belonged I 
mught have been like some of 
the other freshmen and quit. But, 
because of their leadership I 
developed a lot respect for them 
that kept me going throughout 
the season. 
-Gerald Nicholls 
I feel that the seniors provided a 
strong nucleus for the team and 
were the difference in many of 
the games this year. They 
provided leadership for the 
underclassmen and a strong 
foundation in which this program 
will be built in the years to come. 
-Kory Stauffer 
1) We cou ld be the best athletes 
that Ursinus has every seen! 
2) I rule! 
3)My greatestthrill as an athlete 
at Ursinus was to steal the John 
Hopkins Blue Jay and light him 
on fire! 
-Matt McCloskey 
Anthony Ciarlello was the most 
inspirational of the seniors. 
Battling through injuries, he never 
missed a practice and you could 
always here him yelling from the 
other side of the field to do our 
best. He would always be there 
to pick us up when we were 
down. 
-Mike Deluca 
I was a little woried about 
coming in as a freshman and 
didnt know how the guys were on 
the team. The seniors really made 
me feel like part ofthe family and 
made the freshmen experience a 
lot easier. 
-Jonathan Craig 
The seniors provided great 
leadership and a great family 
enviormnent in my freshmen year 
of football. It was a great 
experiance beeing around them. 
-Brooks Reuter 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL: 
This year our seniors offered 
great leadership. Colleen, Erin, 
and Becca always kept the team 
motivated to achieve our goals. 
This year was a great year on and 
offthe court. The team really got 
along not just as teammates but 
as friends, and I feel that the 
seniors helped that happen. 
-Becky Chilcoat 
Becca Dickerson was a great 
player for four years, I think she 
played in almost every game of 
every match for four years. She 
IS a versatile player and 
committed to team play rather 
than personal gain. 
Colleen was also a great player 
who grew throughout her three 
years to be a great middle hitter/ 
blocker. She was consistent in 
every game and an asset to the 
team. 
-Erin Golembewski 
The 3 seniors on our team were 
always positive and a great 
influence on and off the court. I 
think they made our team so close 
this year. 
-Aki Watanuki 
Becca was an outstanding 
outside hitter for our team this 
year. She's been moved to many 
different positions throughout her 
college career, but she found her 
niche this year. She had a 
powerful down-the-line hit that 
was unstoppable most of the time. 
Colleen was critical in the 
middle blocker position. If she 
didn't block the ball completely, 
she at least got her hands on it 
and slowed it up enough for our 
defense to play it. She also had a 
very powerful hit that many teams 
couldn't handle. 
Erin was the defensive leader. 
No matter where the ball was in 
the backrow, Erin was always 
right there, doing her best to get 
a hand on the ball. She was 
always alert, talking to the rest of 
the team, and keeping us together 
on the court. 
-JodySmith 
Being the assistant volleyball 
coach this year I can say that our 
seniors were integral to our 
winning record and our debut in 
the playoffs for the first time in 
UC history. Erin Golembewski 
ended her career here with well 
over 1,000 digs which is an 
amazing feat. 
Rebecca Dickerson was in the 
top ten in the Centennial 
conference every week of the 
season for her service ace 
percentage ... she averaged (I 
believe) somewhere around 2 
Aces per game. Colleen Reasor 
was key to our front line and our 
offense. She is graduating in 3 
years from college and wifl be 
missed considering the fact that 
we could have her for one more 
year. 
These three seniors have stuck 
through rebuilding years and 
some tough records in the past 
but they really pulled through to 
end thier careers with a bang. 
They will be dearly missed. 
-Dana DelleDonne 
Coming into the young 
volleyball program here at 
Ursinus with Erin and Colleen 
has been an exciting adventure. 
We have watched this program 
improve together and it's sad to 
leave after 4 years playing 
together - wins and losses, 
exciting moments and 
disappointments, we've shared so 
many memories ... I'm going to 
miss them and the rest of the 
team. 
-Rebecca Dickerson 
The seniors were very 
supportive throughout the year. 
Playing with them and being part 
of the team was a lot of fun. I 
think a lot of the reason why we 
did so good this year was because 
of the seniors. They were 
consistent and supportive. They 
led the team and they encouraged 
evryone. They were the 
backbone. Their experience 
pulled us together and kept us 
together. It was a great season. 
-Katie Shearer 
WOMEN'S SOCCER: 
I must comment Stacie Dennery. 
She was amazing. She was a 
great role model and her job as 
captain went far beyond the field. 
She honestly didn't get enough 
credit for all her efforts. I'm glad 
my first experience on a college 
sports team had a captain like 
her. she was absolutely great. 
-Kimberly Paulus 
As a freshman, I was a little 
hestitant about the whole 
college experience and being 
on a new team, but the team 
(especially the seniors) was 
supportive and outgoing and 
made the whole atmosphere an 
enjoyable one. 
-Jessica Hychalk 
All three of the seniors have 
shown dedication to the soccer 
team throughout their four 
years here, and have been a 
huge part In making the team 
as successful as It IS today. 
-Molly Walsh 
The semors for women's 
soccer not only provided 
leadership and solid play on the 
field, but their personalities 
made it fun 
-Abbey Smith 
Stacy Dennery was a strong 
leader on and off the field. I 
always felt confident with her 
holding down left fullback. 
We could always count on 
Terri to put the referee and the 
other team 10 theIr place. She 
helped set up many of our goals. 
Cann battled with injury this 
season and sti 11 managed to 
knock down anyone that got in 
her way. She added a lot of 
vanety to our passing game. 
-Meyer. Ke/~}' 
FIELD HOCKEY: 
Our lone senior, Steph 
Sundberg, was an excellent 
leader for the UC Field Hockey 
Team this year. As a freshman, 
Steph and the other upper 
c1assmen served as a constarit 
source of strength and 
encouragement both on the field 
and off of the field. I wish 
Steph nothing but the best in 
the future. Thanks for the 
memories! 
-Sandra Fetterman 
Steph was the only senior on 
our field hockey team, but she 
always stayed positive and 
played her hardest until the 
last second of every game. 
-LizUmbro 
